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got taken to Sunday school from about five years old. Neither my
mum or dad were practising churchgoers, but in the 70s that was
the done thing – stick your kids in Sunday school so you could have
a couple of hours off!
Things must’ve sunk in over the years
because by my mid-teens I was reading the bible and going to a Baptist
church. I suppose I kind of drifted into
Christianity, but it became an active
faith when I went to Uni. I was a quiet
and shy guy but the Christian Union really
brought me out of my shell. I met lots of
people from different denominations so I
became all embracing in my outlook. I left
Uni with a media studies degree and a desire to serve God, so found myself a job
with a global Christian organisation making bible videos for children. I joined as
the junior dogsbody and worked my way
up to Assistant Producer. It was a really
great training ground for me, taking
the things I’d learned at Uni and
implementing them in a professional
capacity. However, it was during this
dream job that I did a complete u-turn,
lost faith and became an atheist.
I used to have quite a neurotic personality, so when I became a Christian
I found myself becoming increasingly obsessive about being on the ‘right’ path.
I needed to know that I was doing what
God had planned for me and wasn’t
missing out. I wouldn’t have any kind of

peace unless I thought I was doing what
God wanted. But the thing is, I wasn’t
ever really sure what that was. I would
spend a lot of time wondering whether
I was in the right job, living in the right
place, doing the right thing. Was I pleasing God or making him angry? Deep
down there was always this anxiety that
I wasn’t doing what I should be doing.
I was going out with a Christian girl from
the same church but wasn’t sure whether she was the ‘right’ person that God
had for me. I dealt with the situation by
verbalising every single anxious thought
I had, and nobody can deal with that not even someone who really likes you.
Needless to say, that relationship ended.
I got to the point where I couldn’t make
any kind of decision and have peace
about it. The fear of displeasing God had
become all encompassing. I understood
that life in Christ should be peaceful and
free from worry, but I didn’t find that was
the case for me. Everything stemmed
from this great fear of not doing the ‘right’
thing. Looking back I think I used Christianity as a club to beat myself over the
head with, using the framework of my
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beliefs as a sort of cage for my neurosis.
That went on for most of the time I was a
Christian. Admittedly there were moments
when I felt affirmed by God and close to
Him - so there were periods of time when
I was happy. But I’d always revert back to
the anxiety - almost as a default. I’d inevitably return to these niggling thoughts, am
I really doing the right thing? Is God angry
with me because I’m doing something that
doesn’t please him, that perhaps I’m not
aware of?
Living like this caused so much stress that
I eventually decided to remove the framework that kept me like that. It wasn’t an
immediate decision; there wasn’t a ‘moment’. It was just a gradual thing; I think
the anxiety wore me down over time until
I decided being a Christian was too hard.
I had to face the fact that I was essentially
miserable.
So I began to slowly dismantle my faith
which meant I stopped reading the bible,
stopped going to church - which is quite
hard to do when you’re working for a Christian charity! I felt like a vampire working in a
garlic factory. I eventually decided to move
on and found the opportunity to work at a
University as their Video Producer.
I moved to a new town and a new job,
and with it felt a new sense of freedom.
No one knew me here and I could now be
the person that I wanted to be. I was free
to live through my own decisions, go out
with who I wanted to go out with, work
where I wanted to work. I no longer had
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to second guess whether this was going
to upset someone or make them angry.
I liked the idea of making the most of today and when it’s over then you’re dead
and buried. The End.
It took me several years to dismantle
Christianity and really embrace atheism. It wasn’t an easy overnight step. I
stopped doing things I’d do as a Christian – but that doesn’t mean that I went
and lived a wild life of sex, drugs and
rock n roll. There was no real change in
my moral behaviour.
I’d quite happily talk to people about
my change in faith. Because atheism
is a faith – you have to work at it! And
sometimes you backslide and think, uhoh, maybe God does exist. That terrified
me. I’d become anxious at the thought
of God being real. If he was real then
I’d have to acknowledge that he had a
plan for my life, and this would lead me
straight back into a life of anxiety and insecurity. I was deeply afraid of having to
return to that rigid structure of rules from
which I could never rest.
So, I was officially a practising atheist for
about 20 years. I hit 45 and I guess that’s
when the doubts got stronger. I experienced something like a mid-life crisis. If
you’d told me just a year beforehand that
I would start praying again, I would have
been horrified. But over the period of a
few months I found myself increasingly
thinking about the meaning of life. I kept
on being reminded of the bible verse

John 3:16 which says “This is how much
God loved the world: He gave his son,
his one and only son. And this is why:
so that no one need be destroyed; but
by believing in him, anyone can have a
whole and lasting life.”

//
SOMETIMES YOU
BACKSLIDE AND
THINK UH-OH, MAYBE
GOD DOES EXIST aND
HAVE A PLAN.
Then came a particular ‘moment’ when
I wasn’t able to ignore that thought anymore. I was on holiday in France with
friends and they’d popped into a supermarket; I was waiting in their car with
their Spaniel. The only way I can describe
it is that God flooded me with the reality of his existence; it was like this reality
kind of swept in and swamped over my
barriers. All the barricades I’d erected,
enabling me to live in this seemingly free
environment where I could exist without
acknowledging God, just kind of collapsed. It really was through no choice of
my own. I was brought to a place where
I had to acknowledge that God existed
and that truth was going to change my
life. It really was a moment of crisis. So I
prayed. I told God that I wanted to pick
up where I left off and become a Christian again. I don’t know what the dog
thought of that.
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I didn’t start reading the bible but I did
begin praying in my head. I hadn’t prayed
for 20 years so was a bit freaked out by
doing it. It was almost against my whole
ethos. But that was the turning point.
I said before that my morality never really changed whether I was a Christian
or atheist - but there was one particularly
stark change in my behaviour that was
evident after saying that prayer. And that
was my relationship with pornography.
I’d use online porn whether I was in a relationship or not. I didn’t like this about
myself, I always felt so bad afterwards. I
would tell myself that I wasn’t going to do
that again and resolve to resist temptation next time. But after a week, there I
was again.
The incredible thing was, when I became
a Christian again, the desire just went. It
was like God took away the desire and
made it easier for me to live the life I
wanted to live. It’s kind of weird, but also
brilliant. Because I really had no power
over myself. And that’s why I know God
was active, because he pulled me out of
that dark, ever increasing pit. That was
five years ago now and I can honestly say
that I haven’t gone back to it.
I have since met an amazing Christian
girl who agreed to marry me three years
ago. Life is good, I enjoy my work, I enjoy
hosting a connect group, I enjoy serving
the church and I love being married. The
freedom I now have to enjoy these things
is so much more than the illusion I had

of what ‘being free’ meant when I was
an atheist. I now know how my neurotic
brain works! I can see today that fear and
anxiety are separate from me and from
God. I am free to choose whether to engage wtih anxiety or to reject it.

//
GOD PULLED ME OUT
OF THAT DARK, EVER
INCREASING PIT.
I am sometimes tempted to return to
that way of thinking, of wondering
whether I am on the ‘right’ path. But I
now understand that God has freed me
to choose whether to believe this or to
believe in the freedom He’s offering.
Soon after becoming born again (again!)
a friend directed me to a scripture she
felt God was giving me. It was Philippians
1:6 which says “He who began a good
work in you will continue this work until
it’s complete”. That verse has come up
a number of times over the years. Even
someone who was visiting my connect
group – who doesn’t even know me –
said that during the prayer time he felt
God wanted me to know that. Ha! That’s
a real comfort, to know that God is planning to continue this work in me, even
if he started it 20 years ago and it went
completely off the rails. I can trust that
he’ll make sure we stick to the plan, and
I don’t need to worry.
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fiona

I

never expected to become a Christian. I had reached the age of
50 without any religion. Like the rest of my family and most of my
friends, I didn’t believe in God. I’d studied philosophy at University
and would happily argue against the case for God’s existence. I just
couldn’t understand how a rational person could adhere to a belief
in an all-knowing and all-powerful ‘God’.
I didn’t believe there was any lack in my
life; I certainly wasn’t searching for a
deeper purpose or spiritual fulfilment. I
just sort of ‘stumbled’ across Jesus.
My first visit to church was the result of
a misunderstanding! I occasionally went
for country walks with two friends from
my book group. When they asked me
to join them one Sunday on a trip to the
‘Vineyard’ I was happy to oblige - thinking that it was in fact, a vineyard farm!
I realised something was up when I got
into the car and spotted their unsuitable
footwear; I was wearing walking boots
and clutching a cagoule. It was then that
they explained the ‘Vineyard’ was the
name of a church. By that time it was too
late to cancel. I was admittedly a bit hesitant about joining them for the service; I
mean I wasn’t religious and I wasn’t sure
what would be expected of me. I didn’t
even know what you were meant to do
in church.
What I experienced that morning was
so different from what I would have ever
imagined, given my beliefs at the time. I

became surprisingly emotional during the
sung worship. I had been coping with
what had felt like insurmountable problems at the time and I suppose I’d been
almost sitting on the lid to keep everything in and to keep going. That morning
it felt like the lid came off and I was able
to find a space where I was being permitted to show my frailty. I felt a release as I
allowed myself to be sad, and I also felt
greatly comforted. The experience was
profound. I was struck by the worship of
God around me; it all seemed so natural
and genuine. I left that day with a very
different view of church.
I didn’t say anything to my friends about
my experience; I don’t think I could have
articulated what had just happened even
if I’d wanted to. But what I did know
is that I wanted to go back. Although
I’d found it intensely emotional I’d also
found it helpful, almost cleansing. So I
returned with my two friends a number
of times, and then by myself. I wasn’t the
sort of person who found it easy to go
anywhere by myself – I always had to be
with someone. So the fact that I came
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to church alone speaks volumes. It was
when I was at church that I began to feel
truly myself, maybe for the first time ever.
Some months later I had an experience;
I had a vision of Jesus. I was simply sitting in the church after a morning service
when I saw - I suppose you’d say I saw it
in my mind’s eye - a picture of Jesus with
his feet standing on the auditorium stage.
He was towering upwards; he was huge,
enormous, gigantic, immense! I was
awestruck. I realised that I wasn’t seeing
a historical figure, but that this was the
son of God, and I was seeing his power
and love; it was like they were being revealed to me. I was rooted to the spot.
I’d been coming to the church for some
time because of what I was experiencing
here – but was sure that I didn’t want to
become a ‘Christian’ like everyone else.
To be honest I could’ve quite easily gone
off and become a Buddhist at that moment in time. I was happily experiencing
the Holy Spirit and receiving the peace
and tranquility that he brought me - I’d
never felt such peace like it before. Even
when I was at home by myself, I felt a
real sense of his hand resting on me,
soothing and calming me when things
got tough.
But this vision that I had, this allowed me
to see more; a different facet of Christ’s
nature. I saw His enormity and sovereignty; He was God. I couldn’t now go off
somewhere else to lead a ‘spiritual life’; I
had to worship Christ.

I hadn’t even picked up a bible by
that point! It may sound silly but I was
half afraid I’d find something in it that I
couldn’t accept, couldn’t get past. And if
that happened I was afraid that it would
spoil everything I was experiencing; I was
fearful I’d lose my precious new found
faith.

//
i couldn’t now
go off and lead
a ‘spiritual life’;
i had to worship
jesus.
The final part of my story, that led me to
become a Christian, came from a dream.
I used to be a very anxious person. I had
a high power career and a high earning
capacity. I was able to provide well for
my family; we went away on wonderful
holidays, enjoyed all that you’d expect
from a good salary. But I’ve always been
quite hard on myself to get everything
right, which has led to a lot of pressure in
my life. I’m basically a people pleaser, so
it’s not only my own expectations I try to
meet - but everyone else’s too. I wasn’t
aware of this before, but I can now see
this and also see how it’s affected my
health; from a young age I’d suffered
from stress and panic attacks.
But one night I had a vivid dream. I was
standing in a garden where the shed
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was on fire and dark things were scuttling out of it. And then the shed – along
with all these dark things inside it - exploded. Like I said, it was a really vivid
dream and had something ‘real’ about it.
I knew that God was speaking into my
life. So I asked Him what it all meant. I felt
God clearly say to me (in my mind - not a
voice ‘out loud’) that the dark things were
my worries. And that He was ending their
life and their power.
I began to believe that Jesus gave His
life to save me. I understood that God
was willing to give up his son for me, and
that came to mean so much. I was being
wholly and completely accepted, without
having to do anything, to reach any standard or stretch to meet anyone else’s
expectation of what I ‘should’ be. It was
the first time I felt like I was good enough.
Having said that, I also felt at the same
time an overwhelming desire to change,
to be a better person. I felt liberated by
this acceptance of who I was, now that I
knew I no longer needed to justify or perfect myself.
That dream was over a year ago, and I
can honestly say that I haven’t experienced an anxiety attack since. This is the
first time in my life that I’ve experienced
such calmness, joy and peace. God has
released me and empowered me. I feel
stronger in my work and happier in my
personal life. My ‘insurmountable’ problems don’t seem so large now; I am so
grateful for everything I have been given.

Today I read the bible – and I love it! I
have a particular chair in my living room
that I sit in to read it. Now that I’m reading the bible I don’t know why I was so
afraid to pick it up before - it’s amazing.
I was baptised in the summer. My family came along, although they still can’t
quite believe I’ve become a Christian! I
feel like the faith that I have in God is a
gift; I didn’t have it before but I’ve been
given it now. It is such an amazing blessing; I’m so grateful to have come to know
Jesus Christ.

//
i knew i no
longer needed
to justify or
perfect myself.
Sadly one of the friends who brought me
to Vineyard that first day has now died.
I loved her dearly and was so grateful
that she helped me find the faith which
guided me through her prolonged illness.
My Christianity has now become a rock
upon which I stand and I can no longer
imagine things any other way.
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derek

P

eople look at me and think I’ve been a Christian all my life. But
I was 40 before I came to believe in Jesus. I can’t remember
ever thinking deeply about God when I was growing up. I would’ve
probably said that, if there was a God, he was ‘out there’ somewhere;
I never would have imagined he’d be interested in me.
I did try going to church in my early 20s.
My first wife Peggy and I returned to the
church we got married in to thank them.
We went there for three weeks but nobody spoke to us so we decided not to
go back. It was another 15 years before
we considered God’s existence again.
When our children were old enough we
sent them to Sunday School, although
we never went to church ourselves. Then
one year our daughter brought a little
book home called Journey Into Life which
I doubt if anyone’s heard of nowadays!
My wife picked it up one afternoon when
she was cleaning her room. It talked about
Jesus, about how he died on the cross
so that our sins could be forgiven and we
could start a new life with him. My wife
read the whole thing and said to herself,
that’s what I want. So she got down on
her knees – right there in our daughter’s
bedroom – and prayed the prayer printed
at the end of the book; she asked Jesus
to be her saviour and become her Lord.
When my wife told me what she’d done
I didn’t really think much about it. I could
tell she was serious about wanting to fol-

low Jesus but I just thought, well that’s
your decision; I didn’t see how it would
affect me. But I was wrong.
My wife wanted to go to confirmation
classes, and somehow the vicar persuaded me to go with her. I warned him
that I’d be asking awkward questions but
he surprised me by being quite pleased
about this, welcoming me to ask away.
I suppose a lot of my questions must
have been answered because I started
to go to church with the family. I hadn’t
really made any conscious decision to
follow Jesus but found myself driving us
all to church every week. One day on our
way there my son asked me, “So, are
you going to become a Christian dad?”
And I suppose that’s when I made the
decision. It actually took me quite a long
time, even after this, to come to terms
with what it meant to accept that Jesus
died on the cross for me. It finally worked
its way through though and I accepted
his invitation to become my saviour.
We continued to go to church and I started to read the Bible and to pray, but to
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be honest I found it quite hard to talk to
God in a meaningful way. We saw lots of
amazing things in the church and I’d pray
for situations or people, but I certainly
never expected to have a ‘conversation’
with God. And the notion to talk to God
about my emotions or to articulate my
feelings towards him, well that was unthinkable.

//
PEOPLE LOOK AT
ME AND THINK I’VE
BEEN a CHRISTIAN
ALL MY LIFE.
And that was how it was when Peggy
died after 41 years together. It felt like the
end of real life at first but in that time of
desolation, things began to change in me
- I found that God hadn’t finished with me
yet. I began to believe God was speaking to me about how much he loved me.
I never expected God would have such
an amazing love for me. For a start, I
hadn’t done anything to deserve it. And
yet I saw this happening around me with
other people too. I was just blown away
that God would speak so intimately to
people in everyday life.
Although this all started about 40 years
ago, it’s only really been in the last ten
years that I’ve come to understand and
experience God’s love as a father. I was
at a church service one day when the
person giving the talk suggested there
may be some men present who don’t really know what it’s like to have a father.

You won’t have heard him encourage
you, tell you that you’re doing great. You
won’t have heard him say, “you’re my
son and I’m proud of you”.
Well, I’d never even thought about a father
doing that. My father had been absent for
the majority of my childhood because of
the war. It hit me that although I knew my
father loved me, and my grandfather had
been a great provider and role model,
I’d never had a father-son relationship
so was unable to relate to God in that
kind of way. It felt as though those words
brought a lot of dormant feelings and
thoughts alive in me. I knew in that moment God was affirming me as his own
son. Talk about overwhelming!
Since then I’ve had other experiences
where I’ve felt the presence of Jesus in
life-changing ways. I also believe God
has allowed me to ‘see’ his compassion
for other people; sometimes it’s almost
as if I’m sharing it. I know people who’ve
had tough lives in one way or another,
and I’ve begun to understand that God
can - and wants to - bring healing and
change. Subsequently, the way I looked
at people, especially the church, has
changed. I’ve become less judgmental
of people and their behaviour, and have
developed a greater appreciation of our
frailty. My expectation of what God wants
to do, and is capable of bringing about,
has gone sky high. I believe there is still
so much more to come - and that is my
longing, to see and be part of whatever
God has in store for us. I know he still
hasn’t finished with me yet!!
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tracey

M

y mum was my whole world, my everything; we couldn’t have
been any closer. When she died I lost the plot, I went nuts. I
didn’t want to live anymore. I disappeared into a downward spiral
of addiction and depression which lasted for the next twenty years.
I was working in a bar when she died. I
came home from work to a message on
my answerphone from my sister-in-law.
She was literally screaming down the
phone asking where I was, telling me to
call her as soon as I got her message. I
didn’t ring her back; I couldn’t deal with
the idea of my mum falling ill. So I went
and sat in the living room and had a cigarette. By then she’d died of a heart attack.
I was already drinking heavily and mixing
drugs. When I got my inheritance I spent
four and a half grand on cocaine and alcohol in seven weeks. I was a mess, and
I carried on being a mess. I saw a few
counsellors but they couldn’t help me;
I never really connected. Over the next
20 years I experienced more heartache,
pain, and loss. I became a 24 hour drinker - last thing at night and first thing in the
morning. I was drinking at least three or
four litres of cider a day.
I heard about the FEED food bank at the
Vineyard Church from a neighbour, so
went along with her one day to get some
help. I would turn up there high and
drunk to get my food. People tell me that
I was an absolute bulldozer back then. I

don’t actually remember what I was like,
I was so out of it.
One day the food bank manager invited
me to come along to the church’s Sunday service. I did believe there was a
God out there but blamed him for taking
my mum from me. It was his fault. Why
did he leave me here to cope by myself?
But even with all these questions, I came
along. It was very different from any other
church I’d been to before - very modern
and really relaxed. I liked it so came back
– which was a huge step for me because
I was agoraphobic at the time; I wouldn’t
even go to the supermarket! So coming
into a crowd on a Sunday morning was a
big deal for me.
After coming to Sunday church for about
a year, I joined a Friday morning connect
group. My perception of God changed a
lot through this. I began to see things differently, like my eyes and ears were being
opened. Praying became such an experience – I got a lot of pleasure and enjoyment out of it. I received a lot of prayer
myself over my anxiety and depression; I
would always go away with a real peace
of mind. One morning one of the guys
praying for me asked me whether I’d like
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to give my life to Jesus. I said
yes, and he led me in a prayer.
I sat there with my eyes closed
and began to see a picture in my
mind. It was clear as can be I can still see it now. In front of
me stood an ancient stone wall.
There was a thick smog in the
air. I could see tall, bleak buildings filling the landscape behind
me. For as far as I could see it
was dark and grim - and basically awful.
Then I began repeating this
prayer, asking Jesus to forgive
my sins and accepting his sacrifice on the cross as the payment
of them; I asked Him to please
come into my life. As I was saying the prayer, I could see myself climbing this ancient wall.
On the other side was a huge
field with beautiful green grass
growing. The sun shone brightly
and warmly there; the wind blew
gently and the air was clean. It
was more than just a beautiful
image - the atmosphere on the
other side of this wall felt so different. I climbed down from the
wall into this new place. I could
see myself spinning around in
the grass. I felt like I’d found a
new freedom. It was an amazing
feeling, just elating.
I learnt a lot about Jesus from
the new friends I’d made at
Vineyard, but I still had doubts
about how powerful God was.

But Jesus did the ultimate thing
for me. My connect group knew
that I was an alcoholic and we
had prayed about it together for
some time. Then one day one of
the ladies said she’d been praying that I wouldn’t want to open
a can anymore. I thought well I
drink cider, which is out of a bottle, not a can. No wonder God’s
not answering your prayers!
But something did change that
day. I’d prayed about my alcoholism many times, but if I’m
honest I had never really wanted
God to take it away from me. I
was quite happy being an alcoholic. I mean, it was embarrassing and I couldn’t control myself
when I’d been drinking, but it
was a crutch I wasn’t willing to let
go of; I didn’t want to give it up.
This time though, I’d had
enough. I didn’t want to be dependent on alcohol anymore. So
I prayed with this woman and
handed my addiction over to
Jesus. And I meant it, I wanted
Him to take it from me. It wasn’t
like I had built up the resolve not
to drink; I hadn’t decided that I
was going to try really hard to
fight the urge. I had no sense of
determination whatsoever. I really haven’t any willpower! But
I did get to the point where I
wanted God to take it from me.

pottering around in my kitchen.
I was washing up and started
thinking about my mum; it was
now 20 years since she’d died.
And then I felt Jesus’ presence,
like He was standing right next
to me. I felt safe. And then I felt
like I heard Him say, “you really
need to let her go Tracey”. So
I did. I don’t know exactly how
it happened. I just said “yes”
inside and when I did it felt like
something lifted off of me. The
only way I can describe it is that I
kind of felt like my mum began to
drift away from me. I know that
sounds mad, but it’s the only
way I can really describe it. Then
this very real peace came to take
her place, and covered me like a
warm heavy cosy cloak.
Before that day I don’t think I
could bear the thought of letting
my mum go. But somehow I was
ok inside, I didn’t feel despair. I
still felt safe. After that moment it
was like I could see the colours
in my life become brighter. As
if all of a sudden someone had
switched on all the lights, letting
me see that I’d been living under
a dark shadow all of this time. It
was an amazing few hours. Over
the next couple of days the way
I saw things, understood things
and felt about things changed.
Like a blockage had been removed. I felt so different after
that experience.

A couple of days later I was
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Three days later I woke up and opened
a bottle of cider – as was my custom!
I took one whiff and almost threw up. I
tried taking a sip but couldn’t stand the
smell or taste of it. I didn’t know what to
make of it. This had never happened to
me throughout my 20 years of drinking. I
kept on trying to drink over the next few
days. I thought perhaps I was coming
down with a cold which was affecting my
taste buds. I didn’t get the shakes or the
sweats which you’d expect from withdrawal. It wasn’t until I talked to a friend
at church that she suggested God had
answered my prayers. And it all fell into
place. It was a miracle. I think God knew
that He had to do something really big to
show me that He was real and wanted to
answer my prayers. So I had this amazing miracle blessing!
The repulsion to alcohol continued for
weeks. I tried some champagne on New
Year’s Eve for a toast but couldn’t finish
the glass; I just wasn’t interested. Lots of
people have said to me “ah, you’re having a laugh!” They can’t believe it. The
thought of me - Tracey Lorimer - going
to church is ridiculous to them, but the
story of me not drinking is even more ridiculous. When people find out I’ve given
up the drink they’re like, “WHAT?!?” and
they want to see my blood tests to prove
it! I used to have blood tests for my liver
once a year because of my alcoholism,
which used to flash like a neon sign! Now
my blood tests are normal. My doctor
can hardly believe it himself.

I smell alcohol. I could start drinking
again but I’m now able to choose not to.
I believe God’s passed the responsibility
back to me; He’s brought me to a place
where I am free to choose how to live my
life. My life with Jesus in it is so much
more than I ever dreamed it could be. I
have a future that is now bright and full
of promise.

//
GOD’S MADE ME FREE
TO CHOOSE HOW TO
LIVE MY LIFE.
Life has been a lot different over the
past year. I can now think clearly and I’m
much happier. People look at me differently – they don’t perceive me as that old
drunk anymore – which is nice! And I’m
not lonely anymore. If anyone asked me
what I think about God then I tell them
how good he is, how great it is here at
church. I tell everyone about it all of the
time. I say, I’ve swapped my Saturday
nights for Sunday mornings!
I’ve decided to be baptised. I’ve pictured it for a long time now, imagining
myself falling into Jesus’ arms when I go
into that water. In the bible, Jesus talks
about giving his followers ‘living water’
to drink; he says that “Whoever believes
in me will find rivers of living water flow
from his heart.” Being baptised will be a
sign that I have left my old life behind and
have fallen into my new exciting life with
Jesus. I can’t wait.

Six months later, I don’t feel sick when
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couple of years ago I got a new boss at work who was quite
difficult. It became obvious this guy was looking to hire all his
mates, which meant he began to bully and push the team he’d
inherited out.
It happened to my colleague first. With a
partner and three young mouths to feed,
I started to panic. It was a big worry for
me – I’d never been out of a job before. I
didn’t talk to my partner - partly because
I didn’t want to worry her - but partly
because we’d been having problems in
our relationship for some time. So it felt
like I had no-one to turn to.
Working in sales means I do a lot of
travelling. When I was on the road I
used to be glued to my phone. I’d be
on loads of forums all the time – posting
questions and replying to threads. One
day I noticed a post on a forum from an
American woman called Alison, saying
she’d been to hell and back.
This was exactly how I felt – with the
bullying that was going on at work. I
picked up her thread and asked her more
about it – I wanted to know how she’d
manage to ‘come back’ from hell. We
got chatting and one day Alison asked
whether I’d accepted Jesus into my life. I
was a bit taken aback. Um…no, I hadn’t.
I found it a bit odd but reasoned it was
probably just the American culture – they
pray, go to church, talk about God.

She began telling me more about Jesus
which I’ll admit I was pretty intrigued
about. She’d send me links to Christian
videos and talks. To be honest I didn’t
find them that interesting but I wanted to
hear more about Jesus and since they
were all I had, I watched them. About a
month later she asked whether I wanted
to ask God for forgiveness for everything
I’ve done wrong and accept Jesus into
my life as my saviour.
I agreed. I understood the concept of
what I was praying, but whether I truly
‘believed’ it at the time, I don’t know.
Anyway, I read the prayer she sent me
out loud and when I did, something like
a wave of euphoria washed over me. It
was the most amazing thing - this unique
feeling of warmth. I’ll never forget it.
I remember messaging Alison, trying to
describe it. She messaged back saying
I was experiencing the Holy Spirit and
this was a sign that Jesus was now in
my life. Despite the fact I had undergone
this amazing experience I didn’t think too
deeply about it at the time. I just thought,
OK I’ve got Jesus in my life now –
whatever that means. I wasn’t expecting
anything to really change.
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But things did. The first thing I noticed was a shift in
how I felt towards my boss. By this time I’d filed a
formal complaint against him and was having regular
meetings with HR. Previously, these meetings had
left me red with anger. But the next time I saw him,
after I’d prayed this prayer, well I felt so differently.
I could feel that all my hatred had vanished. I
mean, I had loathed this guy. He’d made my
life a misery for the past year. But I remember
sitting across the table from him at this
meeting, and all the animosity I’d harboured
had disappeared – it just wasn’t inside me
any longer. I felt completely calm throughout
the entire meeting. I didn’t retaliate once but
just sat there feeling utterly content.

I asked for this whilst sitting on a park bench
watching my kids play on the slides. When I got
home, Alison sent me a text with a link to a song
– it was the same song that I’d been humming at
the park when I’d asked for a sign.

Other little things began to change. Like
feeling convicted when I spoke abruptly
to someone or the way I thought about
people. Before I would have excused myself
for these things - after all, it was just my
way. But now I was questioning it. Perhaps
I shouldn’t have been so blunt, perhaps
I could’ve said that differently. I found my
thoughts changing – that I was becoming
less judgmental of people and more gracious
towards them.

I felt completely calm; what I was seeing didn’t
scare me. It didn’t even puzzle me – I somehow
just knew that this was Jesus. I took it to mean
that I was on the right path. I told my partner
about it the next morning. She believed that
I saw something but that it was probably in
my imagination. And in many ways I thought it
may have been too. But I’ve never experienced
anything like that before - it just seemed so real.
I started to pray more. From the things I’d read
and watched online, I understood that I could
pray and ask God for healing. I’d been using a
reflexologist every month for the past four years
to help manage my arthritis. My foot would feel
better straight after the treatment but the pain
would slowly grow back over the next month. So
I said a prayer asking Jesus to heal my foot, and
stopped using the reflexologist. Miraculously, I
haven’t suffered any pain since I prayed.

I ended up leaving my job at the end of spring,
which wasn’t as bad as I had feared. Instead of
becoming stressed about financial security and
providing for my family, I began to see it as an
opportunity to take a bit of time and space to reflect
about things. I wanted to find something more than
the life I was living but I had no idea what. I remembered
how I felt when I asked Jesus into my life and had
noticed a definite change, but I still had a lot of doubts. I
considered that perhaps I’d overplayed my emotions due to
the pressure from work and at home. Perhaps I’d invented it
all? So I asked God to give me a sign that He was real.
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I then asked God for another sign. That night I
was having trouble getting to get sleep; at one
point I turned over to see this white glow on the
other side of the room. I jolted upright. It looked
like there was a clear outline of a man from within
the white haze. I could see that he was standing
with his arms outstretched towards me with lots
of children around him. I felt the words “Go Forth”
imprinted in my head.

//
i’m on this journey,
learning about god
and his love for me.

In the autumn my partner and I decided to take
a break from our ten year relationship. We were
both unhappy. I’m ashamed to say that I hoped
the break would make her change. I thought she
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was insecure and saw it as her problem
- not mine. My attitude was, well she’s
going to have to adapt or I’m going to
leave for good. I left the family home in
Hertfordshire and moved back in with my
mum in Northampton. I’d had to return
my company car when I left my job –
which limited the frequency that I could
return to Hertfordshire to see my kids.

fascinating! Through watching these talks
and reading the Bible, things started to
fall into place and make sense. It gave
me a lot of insight into my relationship
with my partner, my kids and with other
people. And I began to understand more
about myself. It was around that time that
I started to realise it wasn’t my partner
that needed to change - it was me.

Alison had already sent me a Bible from
America – and it arrived just before I left.
So I spent a lot of time in Northampton
reading it as well as watching talks and
sermons online. The words in this ancient
book just came to life. I remember one of
my first bible studies focused on a story
Jesus told about a ‘lost son’. This son
had spent all of his income and ended
up returning home broke. I could totally
relate to this story, having no money left
myself and having to go back home for
help. I was amazed how much you could
draw out of one bible story! That’s when
I realised that you could do that to pretty
much every part of the Bible.

I missed my family so resolved to sort my
relationship out; I moved back home to
Hertfordshire at the beginning of winter.
My partner was reluctant to take me back
so I had to be on my best behaviour. It
was a time when I learnt to not voice my
opinion or force my way - a big change
for me! It was humbling for sure, but I
knew I had to do it. I found it extremely
hard and ended up asking God for a lot
of help!

//
i felt completely
calm.... i somehow
just knew that
this was jesus.
I was really enjoying watching online
sermons. I became obsessed with talks
from people like Joyce Myers. They were

My partner could see the change in me.
I was much calmer, I was doing more
about the house and spent a lot more
time looking after the kids. She knew I’d
gone ‘all religious’ but just thought it was
a phase and wouldn’t last. By Christmas
though she started to question it a bit
more seriously.
However, I still had no job. With an
impressive CV and never having been
out of work, I’d gotten lots of interviews
but was never offered anything. I found
that hard. My mum was giving me a bit
of money to get by every now and again
- which didn’t make me feel any better
about myself. But at the time I was just
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too proud to go to the dole centre and
sign on, or even take a lower paid job.
My pride was hurting me and my family.
After a few months of this, I was gently
worn down to the point where I was
ready to apply for any job, which I did.
The following spring I was offered a
fantastic opportunity out of the blue.
I’d been given a unique position in a
brand new branch for a company that
had everything going for it. I was really
excited.

//
i realised it wasn’t
my partner that
needed to change
- it was me.
I decided that as soon as I collected my
new company car, I’d find a church and
go there. I’d still not yet set foot inside a
church! But now I was ready. I found out
there was a church on the same industrial
estate where I used to work in St Albans
– called the Vineyard. I had a look at the
website and downloaded its App. It was
nothing like I expected a British church
to look like - very modern with a real mix
of people.

came up to me to say hi and introduce
themselves, so I felt welcomed. The
worship music started and a few people
around the room raised their hands
as they sang, which I wasn’t used to.
This made me feel uncomfortable –
not because I didn’t like it but because
I wanted to do that. I wanted to be
someone who felt liberated enough to do
that, but I just couldn’t bring myself to.
I now believe that I have a purpose. I’m
on this journey, learning about God and
his love for me and it feels like I’m being
transformed. If you’d asked me a few
years ago whether I believed in God, I
would’ve said that I believed there was
something out there - but it’s not relevant
to me here and now. I have never been
a religious person. But if you were to ask
me now, my answer is yes there is a God.
Absolutely. I believe in Jesus Christ. I was
baptised not long ago because I wanted
to make a public declaration that I have
decided to follow Jesus. The changes in
me and my life over the past couple of
years is proof. So much has changed.

Going somewhere alone is not really
something I would normally do, but that
Sunday morning I drove to St Albans,
walked straight into the Vineyard and sat
down. I counted over 300 people there
- I thought wow! A couple of people
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READ AND RECYCLE

DON’T LET THIS GATHER DUST ON A SHELF
PASS IT ONTO A FRIEND
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